
 

 

 

 

Errata 

 

Rules/Scenario Book: 

 

[32.56] and [36.63H] Delete submarine Pégase from Submarine Base Toulon. It is received at 

Forward Base Diégo Suárez as a reinforcement as indicated. 

  

[32.56] and [36.63H] Delete French submarine Protée from Submarine Base Beirut. She was 

interned at Alexandria with Vice-Amiral Godfroy’s fleet and removed from the countermix but 

not from the scenario book. 

 

[36.63F] Replace the 2
nd
 bullet with: 

• The player must immediately identify any one Type VIIC with an attack rating of ‘4’ that 

is not yet received and has an entry date no later than 12/41. This submarine is not 

received. Instead, the Spanish submarine G-7 is received at Submarine Base Germany 

two months later than the original U-Boat.  Historically, G-7 was U-573 which was 

damaged in the Mediterranean. She limped into internment at Cartagena and was sold 

still damaged to the Armada España, being commissioned in August 1942 but not 

repaired until 1947. The date on the counter is the historical date of commissioning. 

 

 

Map: 

 

The rule reference in the Cape Verde and West Africa OpAreas should be [36.63H]. 

 

 

Counters: 

 

1. The Prestige marker was left out due to the printer not using the latest version of the 

countersheet sent to them (it’s the only error).  

 

 



 

 

2. U-338 date of entry is 3/43, not 9/43 (it is correct in the Master Reinforcement List). 

 

 

Political Requests Table: 

 

An older version of the Table was printed. Where the table and rules text in [36.x] conflict, use 

the rule text. 

 

For example: [36.63E] states Finnish subs are received immediately, while the table has a die 

roll for number of months. At the last minute we decided that we wished to minimize items the 

player has to track separately. We changed the delay in the Finnish subs to receiving them 

damaged (getting overhauled) since they are easier for the player to track that way.  

 

 

Vichy French Submarine Base Card: 

 

Casablanca: The maximum number of Submarines that can be in the repair boxes is ‘6’. 

 

 

 

Frequently Asked Questions 

 

Q. Why do some of the German Type VII boats have an attack strength of ‘3’? Are those errors? 

 

A. No. Those particular boats were built with only two torpedo tubes forward due to a shortage 

of strategic metals. They were probably intended as school boats but were pressed into 

operational service. 

 

 

Q: Regarding the transit routes with a "circle 2" and OP AREAS - is range calculated by OP 

AREAS only or is the "circle 2" route equivalent to two OP AREAS? 

 

A: The range across a '2' transit route is also '2'. Essentially, what we did was remove the 

OpAreas between the ones on the map, both for space and due to the relative sparsity of 

merchant traffic in the open South Atlantic and Indian Oceans. 

 

 

Q. For non-Spanish submarines using Spanish bases, is it four non-Spanish submarines 

maximum per BASE or four in all of Spanish territory TOTAL? 

 

A. Four non-Spanish submarines maximum per BASE. 

 

 

 



 

Q: When revealing units, per [28.22], do I have to decide how many to reveal before revealing 

the first one, or can I see what has been revealed so far before deciding to reveal more? 

 

A. Follow the steps in order, so you choose how many to reveal before setting down TDCs and 

revealing any. 

 

 

Q. What is the Subs Lost victory level penalty for Campaign 2?  

 

A. The submarines lost level is not as great a factor for consideration in the Atlantic, so several 

of the campaigns have no modifier for this level. Campaign 2 is one of them. The text for 

Campaign 2 should replace “the number of submarines lost” with “the number of capital ships sunk”. 

 

 

Q. If French submarines are seized as per [36.63G], these boats are treated as U-Boats. Does this 

mean that they receive German Ace Skippers, can wolfpack, and benefit from German aircraft? 

 

A. Yes. If seized they have German crews and Enigma aboard. These boats would in reality have 

numbers like the UF- boats that are in the mix. Other than that, as the rule says, they are treated 

as U-Boats in ALL respects. 

 

 

 


